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The story of Palm Sunday is the story of two crowds: the crowd that got wonderfully carried 
away in praising God, welcoming Jesus as he rode down into Jerusalem and the crowd that cried out 
to Pilate, “Crucify him! Crucify him!” On one day the crowds were cheering Jesus and before the end 
of the week, they were calling for his crucifixion. What happened?  

We know what crowds are like. It can be fun to be a part of the crowd at the Link or Phillies 
Stadium or watching the Sixers or Flyers. If you like sports, then likely you are pretty excited at the 
thought of being able to have crowds present in the stadium again, even if there are still limits on the 
size of those crowds.  When you are part of that kind of crowd, you get caught up in the excitement 
of all those people cheering for the home team. It just isn’t the same thing watching the game on 
television even with high definition TV; the crowd adds a whole new dimension.  

The same dynamics can occur right here in church. We have a whole different experience 
when the church is packed full than we do when only two or three are gathered together here. Some 
of you have told me about the days when the church and the balcony were full on Sunday and how 
great that was. The singing of hymns is so much fuller; there is an excitement that is much more than 
on other days. It can be quite wonderful being part of a crowd and that surely was the case on Palm 
Sunday when the crowd welcomed Jesus. It seemed that their hopes and dreams were coming to 
fruition. God’s servant was coming in power. Jerusalem would be restored. What a joy to be part of 
that crowd.  

Yet crowds very easily can turn into a mob. Up in Philadelphia, when the Eagles won the 
Super Bowl (remember that?), the police had to be on alert because they knew that excited people can 
very quickly turn out of control. We’ve heard stories of crowds that turned into a mob on college 
campuses, and at sporting events. Crowds can be exciting and crowds can be dangerous. This was true 
with the crowd that welcomed Jesus into Jerusalem. When Jesus failed to live up to their expectations, 
they very quickly turned against him. Coming down the hill into Jerusalem, they were shouting 
“Hosanna” which isn’t simply a word of praise. Hosanna actually means “save us.” The crowds saw 
in Jesus the hope of being saved from the Romans, the hope of Israel being saved and restored. When 
Jesus did not do what they expected him to do, when he did not behave the way they expected him 
to behave, when he did not fit their picture of what he was supposed to be and what he was supposed 
to do, they very quickly turned against him. The crowd turned into a mob calling for his crucifixion. 
How many of the same people who cried out “Hosanna” also cried out “crucify him” later in the 
week? When he seemed to be doing what the people wanted him to do, they welcomed him. When 
they thought he would restore the kingdom of Israel, they welcomed him. But when he overturned 
the tables in the temple and suggested that the central place of worship for the people of Israel was 
actually meant to be a house of prayer for all nations--not just Israel, when he suggested that a poor 
widow who puts two pennies in the plate deserves more attention than the rich folks, when he 
challenged the faithfulness of the most respected religious leaders, when he explained that his way was 
a way of suffering and that if you wanted to find your life, you should first lose it, that was too much 
for those people as it is often too much for us, and they cried out for his crucifixion.   

The truth is that we can be like those crowds. There are times we are supportive of Jesus and 
there are times we are not. We can be like the crowds. Sometimes that is good. It is good to be a part 
of the crowd that meets week after week to worship God in this place and countless other places of 
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worship. It is good to be part of the crowd that has found a way to be the church when we are not in 
the building. It is good to be part of the crowd that prays for each other and looks out for each other. 
It is good to be part of that crowd.  

However, we can join the other crowd in church when the faith gets challenging. We can get 
all excited about the church, so long as it doesn’t get too religious or ask too much of us. We’re ready 
to get carried away, so long as the church doesn’t get controversial or political, as if Jesus had nothing 
to say about our political realm. The church is just fine so long as it doesn’t ask us to change or to see 
the world in a new way or welcome people we are not that comfortable welcoming. We can be like 
those crowds.  

Today we are called out from the crowd to stand on our own, to claim the faith, not of 
someone else, but rather a faith that is our own, a faith that is honest enough to recognize that 
challenges can be a means for growth. When we’re part of a crowd we don’t have to think for ourselves; 
we can let the crowd think for us and we just follow along. Today we are called out to live the faith 
ourselves.  

When I think of crowds, I almost always think of a scene from the movie version of To Kill 
a Mockingbird. Atticus Finch—played by Gregory Peck—has been assigned to represent Tom 
Robinson at trial. Tom was sitting in the jail and Atticus, sensing that some members of the town 
might try to lynch Tom, sits outside the jail. A mob does come just as Atticus had feared, but at the 
moment when the mob is ready to act, Atticus’ children come out of hiding and stand beside their 
father. He tries to tell them to go home and the mob tells him to get his children out of the way. He 
tries again to send them home, but they refuse. And little Scout, his daughter, who is young enough 
not to realize the real danger of that situation, recognizes one of the men in that crowd, whose son is 
in her class at school: “Hey, Mr. Cunningham,” she says. “Mr. Cunningham, don’t you remember me? 
I’m Jean Louise Finch...I go to school with your boy. I go to school with Walter.” And slowly Mr. 
Cunningham is called out from the crowd to take a stand on his own. He isn’t anonymous anymore. 
Suddenly each member of that crowd, recognizes their own individual status; suddenly each one has 
to think for himself, to stand on his own, and the mob disbands. Everyone goes home.1  

Today as we look down this week we call Holy, as we move towards the cross, each one of us 
is invited out from the crowd to claim the faith for ourselves. Don’t wait for someone else to do it for 
you. Don’t be an anonymous Christian anymore. Let the faith shine through you. It isn’t enough that 
your partner or your parents or your neighbors are Christian; today each one of us is called in Paul’s 
words, to let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus.2  Sometimes crowds can be exciting 
and sometimes crowds can turn into a mob. We’ve been a part of crowds before. We’ve been like 
those crowds before. Today we are called out from the crowds to live the faith ourselves. 
 
 
Let us pray: Gracious God, it is so much easier to follow along, to be one of the crowd, simply to 
blend in. Help us to follow the example of the centurion, who left the crowds behind, proclaiming 
that truly this man was God’s Son! In the name of Jesus we pray. Amen. 

 
1 Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird, J. B. Lippincott & Co. © 1960, Screenplay by Horton Foote, 1962. 
2 Philippians 2:5 


